The Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) has created an [Emergency Declaration Portal](#) for COVID-19 related declarations and waivers.

IRP, Inc. worked jointly with CVSA to provide initial information received from jurisdictions. While the [IRP Emergency Waivers](#) page focuses on IRP registrations, the CVSA Emergency Declaration Portal posts waivers from both IRP and other federal and state authorities. Jurisdictions are encouraged to upload and submit current notifications to the site using the login information provided by CVSA.
If you have any questions or need help obtaining log in credentials for this CVSA site, please contact Chris Turner.

IRP Membership Meeting June 19th

Please register for a virtual open meeting of the IRP membership on Friday, June 19, 1 – 2:30 pm Eastern.

The meeting will include discussion of two proposed ballots:

- 2020.01 – Uploading Data to the Repository
- 2020.02 – Composition of IRP Board of Directors

Register to Attend
Clearinghouse / Data Repository Update

The Clearinghouse Modernization Working Group is continuing its work on the Data Repository Project. The group is currently working through questions from potential vendors. Final RFP proposals from vendors are due on May 31, 2020.

Check the IRP Fee Test Results for Your Jurisdiction
Compiled results for the 2020 IRP Annual Fee Test have been posted. As next steps, jurisdictions should:

- Review other jurisdictions’ results for your jurisdiction for each of the six tests.
- If you find a mistake in another jurisdiction’s calculations, use the Jurisdiction Contact Information tab (located in the Fee Test Results document), to reach out to that jurisdiction.
- Check the self-calculated amount for each fee test. Please forward all corrections to Amy Cook.

If you have any questions, please contact Ken Carey.

Access Results

CVSA Safe Driver Week

During the week of July 12 – 18, 2020, the Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) will conduct the annual Operation Safe Driver Week. Law enforcement throughout North America will focus on drivers who are engaging in unsafe driving behaviors. An emphasis
will be placed on speeding vehicles due to an increase in speeding in recent months.
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